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Abstract 

 

This research aims to investigate different solutions when creating the most 

suitable tool-set for implementation of outdoor attractions Web GIS 

application using Web 2.0 technologies. The project has been set in 

cooperation with a local Nedre Dalälven region Leader development team 

for their purposes and needs. Theoretical study has been taken in order to 

define a software tool-set which would fit implementation process the best. 

The research approach includes collection of information about Web 2.0 

technologies, using available sources (databases which access was provided 

by University of Gävle), as well as discussion of differences between them. 

Analysed technologies were compared against applications' requirements. 

As the results of mentioned research, during development process three-tier 

architecture is going to be considered. The data tier and logical tier are going 

to be located on the same server. For the mapping service Google Maps 



             

 

 

server is going to be employed. As an exchange format JSON is going to be 

used because it is much lighter then XML. On the client side JavaScript 

would suit well for the implementation because of Google Maps JavaScript 

API and JSON exchange format that are going to be used. The PHP scripting 

language is going to implement business logic. 

The conclusion have been made that three-tier architecture suits this 

application the best. The information about paths, which should be presented 

on the map, is going to be stored in .gpx files rather than database, while file 

path on the server side is going to be stored together with other details about 

it.  

This paper recommends the implementation of such an application and study 

of further changes with a purpose of improving performance characteristics. 

 

Key words: Web GIS, Web 2.0, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, PHP, Three-tier 

architecture 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Internet changed our way of living and we have been testifying it for 

decent period of time. During that period Internet technologies changed as 

well as the purpose and need for using the Web. At the moment we live in 

the era when the Web reached its second stage well known as Web 2.0.[1]. 

The second stage can be described as a period of Internet usage when 

interactivity with a user and user orientated philosophy has took the first 

place in a priority queue.[1] According to Batty et al. good samples of Web 

2.0 would be “web-based communities, hosted services, web applications, 

social-networking sites, video-sharing sites, wikis, blogs, mashups, and 

folksonomies”[1]. Modern, every-day-used Web 2.0 application examples 

would be Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Flickr, Google maps and many more. 

Those applications have several things in common. All the applications 

allow users to work and interact independently with a high grade of 

interactivity, user's inputs are required to get useful feedback and the 

applications can be combined between their selves. The Web 2.0 rendered 

mashup applications. Those applications unify multiple information sources 

in order to offer a complex service which combines different sorts of 

information at one place. That kind of application allows an end-user to use 

multiple applications' facilities and its products at the same time.  Therefore 

we can agree with Roy et al. when defining mashup application as “a web 

application that integrates data, application logic, and pieces of user 

interfaces”[2]. Mashups make their user's life easier by combining various 

functionalities into one application with user friendly, smooth and 

convenient accessibility to each of them. Mashup application can be 

compared with a Swiss knife which is suitable to use in different situations. 

Some of mashup applications can solve huge range of divergent problems 

across all the levels of complexity. Needed information can be presented and 

the whole context of initial piece of information can be changed and 

modified in a form that suits a user the best. A good example is flightradar24 

(www.flightradar24.com) which provides users with flight tracking service, 

information about, delays, departures and arrivals from airports around the 

world and many more. The information is presented on interactive map in 

real time.  

Web 2.0 allows developers to develop and create applications with less 

effort than before. Combination of different Web 2.0 tools and already 

implemented applications allows us to solve complex problems and provide 

users with advanced application that can satisfy their needs. 

In terms of suitability, Web 2.0 technologies in a combination with mashup 

concept create a perfect environment for developing Web Geographic 

Information System (GIS) applications. Using interactive map and its 

integration into Web application is a lot easier than before. ArcGIS as well 

as Google maps JavaScript API enables developers to display geographical 

information, process it and supply users with custom geographical 

functionalities. 

A set of Web 2.0 technologies are suitable for development of applications 

which can help people orientate in unfamiliar territory, notice its attractions 

and have an opportunity to browse possible ways to move through it. That 

kind of application can be exploited for the purpose of informing the tourist 

http://www.flightradar24.com/
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about certain region, promotion of specific area and navigation reference for 

travellers. Therefore, Web 2.0 technologies have to be included in the scope 

of this research with a focus on presenting spatial artifacts.  

 

1.2 Research focus 

In a cooperation with a local Nedre Dalälven region Leader-development 

team, the goal have been set to develop an application which would provide 

visitors with tourist information about the region in geographical format. The 

application would contain the information about paths for hiking, cycling 

and canoeing as well as with different points of interests (POIs). Users 

would be able to select one of the offered types of paths they are interested 

in. POIs would contain information composed out of title, description and 

image. Each POI would be represented with an icon. More information about 

certain POI would be available after clicking an icon on the map which 

would be followed with info pop-up window. An end-user would be able to 

add their own markers by clicking the map. After creating a marker certain 

type of information is going to be able to attach to it. User's experience is 

another condition that has to be taken into account when developing it. The 

application has to be easy to use and displayed information has to be clearly 

presented. Two forms for data entrance would be implemented. Through 

those two online forms needed data would be entered into database and 

stored there. 

An application with described functionalities opens range of possible 

solutions for implementation. One of them is going to be chosen, compared 

with others and against theoretical findings that will be presented in the 

Literature Review chapter. 

This study would help a person to understand better all the steps which are 

needed to take in order to implement that kind of application. Some ideas 

can be applied when developing similar application. It is important to have a 

closer look at the development process of mentioned application because it 

can reviled and explain a lot of obscurities. The tools used in the project are 

relatively new and not exploited enough. 

The application would be developed according to available university 

facilities and equipment. Certain constrains have to be taken into account. 

Therefore, there would exist a lot of space to change and improve the 

application. 

1.3 Overall research aim and individual research 
objectives 

The overall aim of this research is to implement an application which would 

satisfy mentioned criteria, discuss different possible solutions and explain 

fundamental principles needed in order to develop it. 

The following objectives have to be reached with respect to previously 

mentioned requirements: 

 

 Explore various software architecture solutions that suits application 

requirements the best 
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 Define a proper set of software tools that would be used in the 

application development 

 Construct a database and identify needed elements for database 

tables 

 Determine way of communication between clients and a server 

 Implement earlier described application using chosen software tools 

and technologies 

1.4 Value of the research 

This research is valuable for two reasons. Firstly, in the literature review 

section reader would be able to gain necessary knowledge which is needed 

in order to start working in the field of Web development. It will provide 

them with summarised, well organised and easy-to-read description of 

fundamental software concepts, tools and technologies related to 

development of such an application. 

The second reason why this research should be considered valuable is 

because it tends to be implemented in real-life-environment. In the end of 

this research, gained knowledge is going to be put into practice in order to 

help visitors of Nedre Dalälven region to orientate much more easier while 

enjoying their stay. The Nedre Dalälven region Leader-development team 

will be provided with the code and will have a full right to use it as well as 

modify it. The Web application would help them to promote the region and 

make it much more accessible for their visitors. 

2 Literature Review 

In order to prepare a reader for the application development process in terms 

of theory and support them by the other researcher's opinion, this literature 

review chapter will examine fundamental facts as well as different solutions 

for some of previously mentioned objectives. The main focus of this 

literature review are first four objectives. The outline of the chapter has been 

composed as: 

1. Software architecture models for GIS applications 

2. Software tools for GIS application development 

3. Database solution for geographical information 

4. Communication between clients and a server 

Exploring stated key steps of the GIS application development will cover all 

the necessary knowledge needed for critical overview of the development 

process. The critical overview will help a reader to understand the topic 

better and empower them to make a decent step into the field of GIS Web 

development. 

Critical survey will be contained in Summary subsection while other 

subsections of this chapter will mostly include opinions, conclusions or 

definitions found in scientific literature. All the information found in 

scientific literature will be theoretically tested on the example of application 

that has to be developed. 

It is hoped that provided information and the form it has been structured like, 

will be useful and valuable for readers. 
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2.1 Software architecture models for GIS applications 

Urgaonkar et al. claims that most of modern applications use multi-tier 

design in a way that different tiers form a processing pipeline[8]. “Each tier 

receives partially processed requests from the previous tier and feeds these 

requests into the next tier after local processing.”[8]. Furthermore, Fu et al. 

stated that simple Web applications are usually realised in a form of three-

tier architecture [3]. Xu et al. defined a three-tier architecture as “a client-

server architecture in which the user interface, functional process logic 

("business rules"), computer data storage and data access are developed and 

maintained as independent modules” [4]. 

User interface would represent Client tier, functional process logic would 

stand for Middleware tier and computer data storage and access corresponds 

to Data tier [4,5]. 

Amiya et al. in their paper “Security Analysis and Implementation of Web-

based Telemedicine Services with a Four-tier Architecture” compared three 

and four-tier architecture in terms of security with a conclusion in favour of 

four-tier architecture[9]. In the same paper four-tier architecture have been 

composed of Database, Business (process logic), Presentation and a Proxy 

layer behind a Firewall[9]. 

Adnan et al. discussed the difference between two and three-tier architecture 

and concluded that three-tier architecture is much more easier to maintain 

because changes can be made independently without changing other 

tiers[10]. 

 

2.2 Client side 

HTML defines Web-application's backbone and CSS decorate it by setting 

up appearance and layout information while JavaScript adds functionality[3]. 

 

HTML5, as one of the novelties brought by Web 2.0, contributes to easier 

development of Web GIS applications as well as better performance. Some 

examples have been listed by magazine Communications of the ACM such 

as that user location can be detected without calling custom-written API 

because HTML5 has built-in JavaScript interface for geo-location [5]. 

HTML5 pages provides continuous session data storage on client side, 

embedded Scalable Vector Graphics as well as raster-based Canvas which, 

by using JavaScript, allow users to draw 2D or 3D graphics while visiting 

certain web page [5]. Among other new features that have been pointed in 

the same article, mentioned ones represents HTML5 benefits over HTML4 

with respect of described GIS application requirements. Professor Hui Zhang 

declared for the same magazine that“HTML5 has tremendous momentum, 

but it’s not 100% supported across all browsers because it’s not a standard 

yet”[5]. 

 

CSS3 let developer organise and design a web page in the native-looking-

way without any extra tools or extensive implementation [5]. Even though 

that CSS3 has no direct impact on Web GIS application functionality or 

performance, it can help a developer to create user friendly interface with 

less effort than before. 
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HTML and CSS, regardless of edition, do not provide any interactive 

functionality, therefore scripting language is needed [6]. Interaction features 

can be implemented on remote server using scripting language(e.g. PHP, 

Perl, Python, etc.), but in that case client has to communicate with server 

each time when specific function is needed [7]. Resulting from that 

communication between client and server, application performance gets 

worse. This problem of inefficient communication has been solved by 

employing JavaScript scripting language on client side. Gosselin defined 

JavaScript in his book as: 

“JavaScript is a client-side scripting language that allows Web page 

authors to develop interactive Web pages and sites. Client-side scripting 

refers to a scripting language that runs on the local browser (on the client 

tier) instead of Web server (on the processing tier). Originally designed 

for use in Navigator Web browsers, JavaScript is now also used in most 

other Web browsers, including Firefox and Internet Explorer.”[6]. 

Suzumura et al. compared Web Service engine using 3 different 

programming languages (PHP, Java and C)in their paper “Performance 

Comparison of Web Engines in PHP, Java and C”.[13] The main conclusion 

of the paper is that PHP, as a server side programming language, showed 

better results in terms of performance and it still provide users “with high 

software productivity”.[13] 

Aside from basic web development technologies, certain kind of library is 

needed which would allow programmers to represent information in 

geographical format (using a map, or globe model). Two most known 

technologies are Google Maps JavaScript API and ESRI software products 

(ArcGIS). 

Pejić et al. described Google Maps service as “a web-based mapping service 

provided by Google which provides a slick, highly responsive visual 

interface built using AJAX technologies.”[12] In the same paper authors 

pointed benefits of using Google Maps service such as detailed street and 

imagery data, API which allows programmers to represent certain 

information on the map with high scale of customisation free of charge.[12] 

Fu et al. mentioned ESRI web service with its development tool (ArcGIS 

API for JavaScript) which can reduce effort needed for developing mash up 

applications. [3] 

Adnan et al. declared “A range of development technologies is available for 

different operating platforms in order to develop GIS web-based 

applications.”[10] The same author recommends to use ASP.NET for 

Windows platforms as a server side Web application framework.[10] On its 

official website ASP.NET has been described as “a free web framework for 

building great Web sites and Web applications using HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript.”[11] 

2.3 Server side 

In the book Web GIS: principles and applications, Fu et al. defined a Web 

service as “a program that runs on a Web server and exposes programming 

interfaces to other programs on the Web.”[3] A nice example have been 

provided in the same book where Web services were compared with Web-

pages.[3] The difference that have been pointed out is that Web-pages are 
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usually used by human beings and presented in HTML, while Web services 

are used by other programs.[3] The information format of a Web service is 

usually XML,JSON or some other markup language format.[3] 

One of the most important server side functionalities for Web GIS 

applications is Geospatial Web service. 

Some examples of existing Geospatial Web-based systems are ESRI ArcGIS 

Online, Microsoft TerraServer, NASA JPL OnEarth, Google Maps, 

Geoserver, Mapserver, etc.[16]The Google Maps service provides satellite, 

high resolution images of the most of the countries in the world with the 

focus on urban areas.[19] The Google Maps JavaScript API allows users to 

integrated maps into their applications.[19] The service is free of charge and 

it does not contain any commercials.[19] 

The ArcGIS is a project which contains a set of software tools produced by 

ESRI. Some of ESRI products include map objects as well as software 

library for developers. Such a product is ArcGIS server.[3] The ArcGIS 

server can publish geospatial Web service, mapping service, data service as 

well as some analytical models that can be accessed over the Web. [3] 

Geospatial Web Service can provide different services such as map, data 

service, analytical service and metadata catalogue service.[3] 

Chen et al. defined Web map service as a “standard protocol for serving geo-

referenced image data over the Internet.”[17] As a result of a service 

operation a map is returned in one of the following formats such as JPEG, 

PNG or GIF.[3] Aside from the most important and used operations, 

mapping and map viewing, mapweb service also provides queries, spatial 

identification and dynamic re-projection functions. [3,17]A map service can 

be dynamic, which is suitable for maps that rapidly change, or cashed, which 

is suitable for maps which does not change often. [3] 

Fu et al. claims that “Data service allow you to query, edit, and synchronize 

data over the Web.”[3]Searching function allows user to search GIS 

resources stored in database.[3] Editing function enables user to edit basic 

maps by adding, changing, extending, trimming, splitting or merging lines 

and polygons.[3] 

Users can attach markers, images or text information.[3] Synchronisation 

functionality is used to synchronise updating of geo-databases, distributed 

around the Web, periodically.[3] 

Analytical Web services are used for analysing geo-spatial geometrical 

relations as well as route networks. Metadata can be described as 

information about information.[18] Singh et al. defined metadata service as a 

service which allow users to “to record information about the creation, 

transformation, meaning and quality of data items and to query for data 

items based on these descriptive attributes.”[18] The ESRI products which 

fully support metadata catalogue service contain ArcGIS Server Geoportal 

Extension.[3] 

2.4 Database solution for geographical information 

Fu et al. described GIS database as a database which can store and manage 

spatial data of different types such as “basic vector data (points, lines and 

polygons) and raster data (satellite and areal images, for instance).“.[3] 
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2.5 Communication between clients and a server 

While communicating, server and client exchange data between themselves. 

The data format (e.g. XML, JSON, AMF, etc.) has to be defined ahead in 

order to make communication possible [3]. Even though Fu et al. Claims that 

XML is “probably the most commonly used data exchange format on the 

Web” JSON is shorter and easier to parse because of selected JavaScript 

language on client side [3].  

Pajić et al. In their paper “An Expert System for Tourists Using Google 

Maps API” decided to use XML as an exchange format for their 

application.[12] 

2.6 Summary 

For Web applications multi-tier application architecture is a must because 

multiple users should be able to use it in the same time. In order to enable 

that kind of functionality a server which would serve clients is needed. In a 

long run using three-tier architecture concept would be better because 

changes would be performed easier as well as maintaining. 

As the application should be Web-based basic Web development tools such 

as HTML, CSS and JavaScript have to be employed. Latest editions of 

HTML and CSS (HTML5 and CSS3) make the development easier as 

mentioned before, but professor Hui Zhang pointed out compatibility 

problems with some Web browsers. 

That standard mismatch should be avoided, otherwise it can cause 

unexpected problems. 

JavaScript programming language executes on client side and it saves a lot 

of time. If some other programming language (Java, Python, C#, etc.) would 

be used each time when action would be performed on client side, 

connection between a server and a client would have to be established. 

Server would have much more work to do because all the actions would be 

performed on a server and the result of preformed action would be sent back 

to the client. That concept would be inefficient and time consuming. 

Server side can be programmed in some other languages. Three of them have 

been compared in paper written by Suzumura et al. The PHP programming 

language showed the best results in terms of performance and offered 

functionality. 

In order to put information into geographical context certain kind of web 

service mapping service has to be used. Among different possible mapping 

services that can be chosen, Google Maps fits in the best. Many Web 

mapping services have developed and documented JavaScript API library. 

The ArcGIS has limited free service. Geoserver and Mapserver are open 

source projects. The Google Maps JavaScript API documentation has been 

well structured and the service is free of charge.  

No interface is required to use in order to develop Web GIS application, but 

can be. An example for Windows platforms can be ASP.NET. It is a server 

side Web application framework. If some kind of framework is going to be 

used it has to be chose according to available equipment (server and 

application server). 

One of the most important parts of Web GIS applications is database. 

Application's has to have ability to store different types of geographical 
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information which would include points, lines and polygons. The table 

elements have to decently describe data that has to be stored. 

In order to enable communication between clients and a server exchange 

data format has to be defined in advance. In referenced scientific literature 

XML has been mentioned as a standard and most common exchange format. 

Aside from information provided in the literature, JSON is much shorter. 

JSON parsers have been included in both PHP and JavaScript which makes 

it the most suitable format for mentioned communication. 

 

3 Research methods 

 

This chapter contains information about research strategy that will be used in 

order to carry out the research. The research strategy will be explained in the 

“Research strategy” subsection. In “Data collection” subsection is going to 

be explained how the data is going to be collected. The subsection called 

“Framework for data analysis”, provides description of the way how the 

findings are going to be analysed. Under the subtitle called “Limitations for 

potential problems” potential show-stoppers along the way will be 

mentioned and explained. 

3.1 Research strategy 

For this research, Case study research strategy has been chosen. Chosen 

strategy is suitable for focusing on specific case which cannot be generalised 

over others. As the application has to be designed and implemented 

according to available equipment owned by University of Gävle, certain 

university regulations apply. Therefore, application development has to be 

considered as a unique case. Once the main objective is reached, defined 

tool-set will suit particular application the best because basic assumptions 

have been set according to constrains known in the beginning of this 

research. The research findings can not be applied on some other application 

development because some other application might have different 

requirements as well. 

3.2 Data collection 

Data collection for this research is going to be performed by exploiting 

available scientific databases and library publications in order to collect as 

much useful information as possible. The databases access has been 

provided by University of Gävle. Some of databases used for data collection 

are Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore and ScienceDirect. 

3.3 Framework for data analysis 

The information found while reading through scientific databases is going to 

be critically compared against development constrains. For each of 

previously mentioned objectives various implementation possibilities found 

in scientific publications are going to be take into account. 
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3.4 Limitations and potential problems 

While browsing available databases, some articles were not free of charge. 

Those ones had interesting abstract which was accessible, but not the rest of 

the paper. For that reason, information search was more difficult. 

Furthermore, lack of information about paths and points of interest (POIs), 

owned by partner, as well as late delivery influenced application's 

development and decision making. Limited university's server facilities such 

as disabled FTP connection redirected application development. 

4 Findings 

This chapter is going to reveal results of the case study research method 

explained in Research methods chapter. The exposed results are going to be 

applied directly to the application development process which is the final 

goal of this research. 

Some facts have to be announced before presenting results because they play 

key role in decision making process. At the starting point the server and the 

database installed on the same one have been provided by University of 

Gävle. Supplied server had disabled FTP connection function because of 

security reasons and SFTP connection was not able to be established due to 

technical problems. The paths which had to be presented on the map were 

supplied by the Nedre Dalälven local region Leader-development team in 

.gpx format as a set of latitude-longitude coordinates. 

 

 

Figure 1 presents different types of routes plotted from .gpx file 

 

Mentioned findings are going to be presented sequentially and gradually, 

starting from application's architecture, over different technologies, to the 

data storage. Development constrains are going to be highlighted. 

The Implementation subsection is going to describe how does program 

function. Some of interesting problems their solutions are going to be 

accentuated. 
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4.1 Case study results 

The three tier architecture would be useful in terms of maintaining as Adnan 

et al. mentioned in their paper, therefore the three-tier architecture is going 

to be used for application development.[10]  The server-client concept is 

going to be considered because the application has to be available to the 

range of different users in the same time. Users Web browsers are going to 

represent presentation tier while business logic and data tier is going to be 

physically stored on the same server. 

For basic Web-page construction HTML5 is going to be employed. The 

goods of CSS3 are going to be used in order to set up the basic Web-page 

layout. JavaScript as an only fully-supported browser-side scripting language 

is going to be exploited to implement needed functionality. 

According to Suzumura et al. PHP showed best results in their comparison 

paper.[13] It's easy-to-program concept as well as SQL and JSON supported 

functions, makes it appropriate tool for such an application. It is going to be 

used as a server side programming language which would deal with database 

using SQL quires. 

The quires results would be sent back to client and make the basic 

interaction between end-users and useful information stored in database. 

The Google Maps service is going to be used due its well-structured 

documentation and free service. 

Database is going to be realised with two separate database tables which are 

going to contain data related to paths and points of interest. As the 

application has to be extendable and path set of points has been provided in 

.gpx format, useful path data is not going to be parsed and stored into 

database. Provided data is going to be stored in its initial files and be parsed 

dynamically during program execution. The .gpx file paths, which are going 

to be stored on a server, are going to be hold in database table which would 

contain all needed information about the paths. By using .gpx file path on the 

server side in order to represent the path, it ensures that path points are going 

to be kept in order. Each Point Of Interest (POI) is going to be represented 

by ID, name, latitude, longitude, icon, title and description while each path is 

going to be defined by ID, name, type of the path (hiking, cycling or 

canoeing path), colour code which would represent the path on the map and 

.gpx file path on server side of application. 

Communication between clients and a server is going to be realised using 

AJAX requests set by jQuery. The JSON exchange format is going to be 

used for communication because it is supported by both languages 

(JavaScript and PHP) and shorter then XML exchange format. 

5 Implementation 

 

This chapter is going to briefly demonstrate implementation concept and 

software solutions used for implementation. Chapter is going to be divided 

into four subsections where first three are going to represent each of the tiers 

(presentation, logical and data tier). An extra subsection is going to be 

dedicated to communication between the tiers. 
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More details about made software solution decisions are going to be 

presented in discussion chapter that follows. 

5.1 Client side (presentation tier) 

The presentation tier encompasses all the mechanisms needed for presenting 

useful information on the users screen. The application's presentation tier has 

been realised as two different Websites. One is meant to be used as online 

data entrance form while the other one would present useful data on the map. 

The very basic object for every GIS application is a map. The Google Maps 

GIS server provides mapping service and is consider as part of server side 

functionality. 

The first part of application's presentation tier has been implemented in 

HTML5. Different entrance forms have been used in order to collect data. 

Some examples are text type input tags, text area and drop-down menus. 

Those forms are handy because each tag can be marked with an ID which 

uniquely denotes a form. Later on in the program, the same form can be 

called using JavaScript integrated methods and needed information can be 

extracted. This concept enables high degree of automation and interactivity. 

For that reason a button has been added underneath entrance forms. 

 

 

Figure 2 presents entrance form which is needed for entering needed data into database 

 

The button stands for a trigger which users can pull by clicking it. The rest 

of the first part has been written in JavaScript. JavaScript function executes 

when the button gets clicked. The function, preformed after click, basically 

collect entered information and prepare it for storage into database. 
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The second part of application in terms of presentation tier has been 

implemented as a website which holds a map and a simple tool bar on the 

top of it. HTML document contains simple structure which carries 

information about Google Maps service, link to jQuery online library and 

source files where CSS and JavaScript code have been stored. 

After loading the Web-page, request for needed information, which has to be 

presented, is sent to the server. Responding information is used to creating 

objects that have to be presented on the mapsuch as POIs and Paths. In path's 

case coordinates have to be fetched, firstly, which implies communication 

with the server. When all the needed geographical data have been fetched 

and acquired, map objects are ready to be created. For that purpose Google 

Maps service has to be employed. More details about creating map's objects 

(POIs and paths) as well as mapping service will be provided in function 

logic subsection. 

Created objects are saved into separated arrays depending on their type. 

Interaction with a user is accomplished by buttons and drop-down menu 

which represent triggers for plotting. When particular button or an option in 

drop-down menu is selected, corresponding JavaScript function starts to 

execute itself. That function goes through array's elements, make the 

selected objects visible on the map using Google Maps mapping service and 

set up the flags which indicate object's visibility. 

Another functionality has been implemented on presentation tier which 

enable users to create their own markers by selecting a location on the map. 

One of mentioned buttons stands for a switch which enables users to use that 

functionality. The Google Map's service is used for creating a marker on the 

map, setting up map listener objects and info-windows. Because info-

windows contain interactive form which has to be filled, info-window's 

content has to be written in HTML and stored as a string. Each user-created 

marker's info-window allows users to save entered information into 

database, change it or delete a whole marker. For all the cases connection 

with database has to be established and data has to be read from the input's 

form. 

5.2 Server side (logic tier) 

The logical tier includes all the functionality preformed on a remote server 

connected to the database, files saved on the same server and free mapping 

service provided by Google. As the application has been implemented in a 

shape of quite thick-client architecture, very few functions perform on a 

server side.  

The main technology used for implementation of the logical tier is PHP 

scripting language. It has been used to implement short scripts which 

function is to perform different operations on remote data and return its 

result. All the scripts have been manually created as a part of application 

implementation. Most of the functions creates a query which result, after 

executing, is sent back to the client. Those kinds of functions are used to 

read, insert, delete or change information in a database. The other type of 

function implemented in order to run on the server side is .gpx file parser. 

The .gpx files stored on a server get fetched, loaded and parsed. As .gpx files 

are constructed out of XML, PHP function for loading XML files can be 

used in order to load its content into a variable. By pointing the tags in a file 

and passing through a number of them enables stored information to be 

extracted, modified and sent to a client. Therefore, .gpx files that store 
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information about routes can be parsed and the result of parsing can be 

formed as an array of longitude-latitude values. The array can be directly 

sent to the client, where path object is going to be created out of sent array. 

The mapping service has been provided by Google. It is not stored on the 

same server as database and all the relevant files, but used service fully fits 

into logical tier. When a client set certain objects visible, it actually sends a 

request to a GIS server. The GIS server responds with overlaid map where 

an object sent by request overlays basic map provided by the same server. 

For each map-changing function a mapping request has to be sent to the 

mentioned server. 

5.3 Database (Data tier) 

The data tier holds a database which contains all the information needed for 

creating path and POI objects. By mapping service those objects can be 

represented on the interactive map. The phpMyAdmin, as a tool, has been 

used in order to create a database which is accessible online. It isa free tool 

“intended to handle the administration of MySQL over the Web”.[15] 

The database has been constructed out of two separated, disconnected tables. 

One of them comprises necessary information about paths while the other 

one does it for POIs. The information stored in database can be transferred 

and exchanged between data and logic tier. The transfer performs by sending 

SQL requests and responses on them. The phpMyAdmin handle all the SQL 

requests. 

The necessary information represents table's elements. Paths are described 

by ID, NAME, TYPE, COLOR and FILE. An ID uniquely identifies certain 

path named by NAME value. Each path has it's certain TYPE and will be 

represented on the map with specific COLOR. The colour is defined by 

hexadecimal triplets. A table element called FILE contains server path which 

leads to the particular .gpx file. On the other hand, each POI has been 

described by ID, NAME, LAT, LNG, ICON, TITLE, DESCRIPTION and 

IMAGE. An ID element identifies each POI. A NAME stands for its name 

and it is shown when a cursor is placed above POI's icon. That icon has been 

represented by server side path to specific icon image, which is stored in the 

database under ICON elements. 

The icon is going to be placed on the map at latitude value LAT and 

longitude value LNG. TITLE, DESCRIPTION and IMAGE contains needed 

information which will be represented in info-window. It is important to 

mention that IMAGE element stores a path which would represent an image 

location on server side. 

The phpMyAdmin allow users to create database tables using simple SQL 

CREATE TABLE statements. By performing those SQL queries, certain 

database structure has been created. The SQL queries have to be performed 

only once during application implementation process.  

5.4 Communication between the tiers 

Communication between the tiers is essential for application's execution. It 

represents one of the key roles because of distributed data sources. Therefore 

an exchange format has to be defined in order to make communication 

possible. JSON exchange format is going to be used between presentation 

and logic tier. Communication between logic and data tier do not require any 
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exchange format to be used. The necessary functions for database access are 

fully supported by PHP scripting language. 

When certain data has to be transferred from a client to the server and be 

used in one of PHP scripts, particular script has to be called from client side 

using jQuery and Ajax. The script is called by Ajax request sent as a jQuery. 

A number of parameters can be sent encapsulated in a request. A simple 

Ajax request contains type, URL, data and success function. The request's 

type defines a type ofHTTP request (GET or POST).[14] The URL stands 

for a string which specify script's location on theserver side (logic tier).[14] 

The data parameter defines index/value pairs that have to be sent and beused 

by addressed PHP script.[14] Additional function success is going to be 

executed in case of successful call.[14] The function can be defined by list of 

sequential JavaScript functions which is quite useful tool in terms of 

application's interaction. 

All the data have to be exchanged in JSON format which implies that 

mentioned data have to be converted into acceptable format before sending 

or upon receiving. Both functions, encoding and decoding, are fully 

supported by PHP as well as JavaScript. 

Communication between logic and data tier is well corroborated with PHP 

integrated set of instructions. Connection with database service can be easily 

established by performing included PHP instruction. For such an operation 

information about server name, user name and password is required. Once 

the database service connection has been established successfully database 

should be selected. In order to perform this operation database name has to 

be provided. 

When mentioned functions have been performed, SQL query has to be 

created and executed. The query has to be defined as a string value, 

respecting all the SQL statement conditions. After performing query's 

execution, results can be captured, parsed and modified depending on logic 

tier requirements. 

5.5 The implementation schema and workflow 

By following implementation schema and workflow, development of similar 

application can be simplified and a lot of time can be saved.  

The very first action that has to be preformed is to construct a database. A 

database would store different contents that would be presented on the map. 

Once a database is created and certain types of objects, intended to present 

on a map, have been chosen, a set of scripts which would enable 

communication between data and logic tier should be implemented. That 

would consider fetching needed information and creating JSON exchange 

string. The next step is to implement transmission and of JSON string from 

logic to presentation tier. When a JSON string is available on presentation 

tier, implementation of presentation functionality can be implemented. The 

presentation functionality encapsulates all the actions that would be taken in 

order to present acquired information.  
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Figure 3 represents implementation workflow 

 

6 Discussion 

 

Through the development process certain implementation plans changed 

because of unexpected constrains and obstacles. In this chapter a closer look 

of some parts of the program is going to be taken. Those parts are going to 

be discussed and made software decisions are going to be explained. The 

focus of this chapter will be on user interface, communication between a 

client and the server, database storage, middleware, maintaining consistency 

and tips for the future software updates. 

6.1 User’s interface 

The application should allow users to enter certain kind of data into database 

through user's interface and represent it in geographical way. Some 

conditions applied during implementation and compromising with 

functionality was the only solution at the time. As the FTP connection on 

University's server was disabled, because of security reasons, file uploading 

function was impossible to implement. 

As a compromised solution, in order to demonstrate main application's 

functionality, a number of images, icons and .gpx files have been stored on a 
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server. Those files can be reached using one of drop down menus 

implemented instead of file upload functions. In this case compromising was 

necessary. It reduced application's functionality, user’s choice, experience as 

well as quality of whole application. That step has been taken just because 

compensating solution has not been visible. 

In order to make sure that user interface is easy to use and visible at any time 

while using it, a simple tool-bar that have been planned to implement have 

been replaced with two separate control buttons and a drop down menu on 

the top of the map. The buttons are fixed in top-right corner of the screen. 

An interactive map has been set in the background of whole screen in order 

to improve user's experience and increase object visibility on the map. 

Furthermore, height parameter, in CSS file, which defines screen height of 

the object have been set to the value of 100%. It means that the map object 

will adopt the screen shape in terms of height. 

If classic tool-bar would be implemented instead, height factor would have 

to be decreased and difference in running the application on various 

browsers would be noticeable. Different screen dimension set up can cause 

worse user experience and described solution seems like safe way for 

realising it. 

On the other hand, having buttons on the map requires mapping service and 

it is time consuming. Basic tool-bar would not have to use mapping service 

and it's faster when loading, but user interface presentation can be changed 

when used on different browsers. 

During control buttons implementation, most interesting part was to 

implement drop-down menu which would contain all the routes stored in 

database with well organised structure. A structure has to contain an option 

to select named as each of three types of routes. Each option has to be 

followed by options named as file names of the same route type. As the 

whole structure has to be written in HTML and as database can be changed 

dynamically, a special function that can generate needed HTML code has to 

be implemented. 

The function parse JSON file which contains information about all the 

routes. It is followed by creating a variable named “menu” which firstly 

contain a string value of "<select>" tag. The variable appends with a string 

that describes option HTML statement where the value is hard-coded. After 

first initial option, sort to speak, follows a for-loop which for each path 

stored in database examine if the path’s type is of the same kind as initial 

one. If positive, previously created variable “menu” appends a value of next 

option where the value parameter is set to the value of route's ID and the 

name to the value of file path on the server side. 

That process has to be repeated for all the types. In the end of mentioned 

loops variable “menu” adds string "</select>" and returns it as the final 

result. 

Functions pseudo-code: 

function createNeededString(){ 

var object = jQuery.parseJSON( fetch_route_JSON_file); 

var menu="<select>"; 

menu += “<option value='route_type_1'>route_type_1 files:</option>” 

for (var i = 0; i < object.Route.length; i++){ 

if(object.Route[i].TYPE == "route_type_1"){ 
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menu+="<option 

value='"+object.Route[i].ID+"'>"+object.Route[i].FILE+"</o

ption>"; 

} 

} 

// repeat previous code for "route_type_2" and "route_type_3" 

menu+="</select>"; 

return menu; 

} 

6.2 Communication between a client and a server 

As it was previously mentioned, combination between Ajax and jQuery is a 

good combination to use in order to run a piece of program on a remote 

server. The remote server has its independent resources and can run a script 

simultaneously with the client-side script. That can be convenient in the 

situation when a huge amount of data has to be processed in the program and 

the result is going to be needed after some time, but not immediately. By 

running a part of program simultaneously on a remote server an application's 

performance can get significantly better. A user would not able to notice that 

part of the program has been running in the background so it does not disturb 

an end user while using the application. 

When implementing the application, running parts of the program in the 

background have been contemplated. A part of the application's program 

which requires most of the time to be executed is fetching a JSON string 

which contains all the needed data. It includes establishing database 

connection, reading the database, creating JSON string and sending it back 

to the client. As the data is needed immediately after loading the Web-page, 

in order to be presented on the map, to make it sure that the data is going to 

be fetched and ready to use, asynchronous jQuery property is going to be 

disabled (set to the value of false). In the other words, program instructions 

are going to be executed sequentially. 

6.3 Database storage 

The map objects like markers and paths have to be stored in the database. In 

order to make it possible their properties have to be split into separated 

values. That seems like straight-forward task and it should not be a problem. 

When saving a path into a database it can be performed in various ways. For 

instance, a separate table can be created in order to contain a number of 

latitude-longitude pairs. Each point of the map would be identified by 

location ID. Another table would be required in order to match location IDs 

with path ID. As phpMyAdmin has integrated function GeomFormText() 

which can store longitude and latitude value as a pair, explained method 

seems to be suitable. The data would be saved in a proper way, but when a 

query would be performed in order to extract it from the database correct 

order would not be guaranteed. 

The mentioned problem can be solved by sorting location IDs according to 

its value. If so location's IDvalue has to be set on automatically increment 

mode when creating a database. 

The other option is to store the whole list of coordinate latitude-longitude 

pairs in a JSON form as a string. 
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That would make it easier to parse on the client side and it would simplify 

the database design. As the path shave been provided, by the partner, in .gpx 

file format, each file has to be extracted firstly and stored into a database. It 

is quite time consuming process. Instead of performing it, .gpx files can be 

extracted just once inthe beginning, when the Web-page is loaded. That 

would take a pace during creating map objects. Therefore, it has been 

decided to store .gpx file server side paths instead of list of coordinate pairs 

into the database. 

The database tables have no need to be connected because each of the tables 

can hold all needed data for markers or paths. 

6.4 Middleware 

The operations performed on a server side have been implemented as a set of 

different PHP scripts. Each script has its own functionality and is called from 

JavaScript that runs on the client side. Those scripts that work with database 

have several PHP commands in common. Therefore, different approach 

could have been taken. 

The same functionality was able to implement in just one PHP script. That 

script would stand for a Web service. The service would provide a result 

according to selected query. The script would have to contain necessary 

functions which are needed for connecting a database service, selecting a 

database and performing an SQL query. The queries would have to be 

created ahead. A different number of input parameters that would be sent 

from different functions written in JavaScript, does not constitute an 

obstacle. Parameters can be recognised by a key name which has been sent 

as a parameter in a pair with a value using Ajax andj Query. For instance 

$_POST['name'] would return a value that has been sent as a value of key 

variable named “name”. 

As the functions that mentioned Web service would perform are inserting, 

deleting, changing and reading the values from the database, a new 

parameter which would denote a specific query would have to be created and 

sent. Mentioned parameter would be checked using switch-case statement. 

Each database operation has its own needed set of parameters. 

After sorting out the query that has to be performed, required sent 

parameters have to be decoded. Before decoding it using json_decode 

function, added backslashes which were added in order to convert needed 

information into string. That operation can be performed using PHP function 

stripslashes( JSON_string_converted_information ). 

 

A pseudo-code of the described service should look like: 

<?php 

$connection = mysql_connect( url, username, password) or die("message"); 

mysql_select_db(database_name) or die("message"); 

switch (){ 

case $_POST[database_operation_1]: 

$par_1 = json_decode(stripslashes($_POST['par_1'])); 

$par_2 = json_decode(stripslashes($_POST['par_2'])); 

// create a query out of needed parameters 

// send it and handle the result 

break; 

case $_POST[database_operation_2]: 
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$par_1 = json_decode(stripslashes($_POST['par_1'])); 

$par_2 = json_decode(stripslashes($_POST['par_2'])); 

// to do 

// create a query out of needed parameters 

// send it and handle the result 

break; 

... 

} 

?> 

It is good to state out that aside from the functions which can deal with a 

database, .gpx parser has to be implemented as well. It is possible to 

combine it with described Web-service as another option case in a switch-

case statement. 

6.5 Maintaining consistency 

When a new marker is added, using interactive map to choose a location in 

order to place it, database has to be updated and a new marker has to be 

entered in. A problem can occur when a new marker is added and all the 

POIs get set to invisible mode. When the POIs get set back to the visible 

stage on the map, new markers would not be visible because new 

information has not been read from the database. 

A solution for the possible problem is to refresh the information held on the 

client side which has been read in the beginning of program execution. 

Therefore JSON string which contains all the needed information has to be 

updated each time when database is changed. The database would be 

changed after executing functions of adding, deleting or changing an element 

in it. 

Updating function simply delete all the created POI objects stored in the 

arrays and run a PHP script which fetches data related to POIs. When data 

gets back to the client side, particular objects are going to be created again. 

Created POIs have to be displayed if the POIs were displayed before 

database update. 

A possible solution to avoid updating information in the database each time 

that certain kind of change has been done is to update it after each session. 

That can be performed by saving variables locally on the client side and 

change it in the database before the page gets reloaded. As an Ajax request 

can be performed in the background by setting request's async property to 

the boolean value of true, an end-user is not going to notice any changes 

because the whole process would run behind the scenes. 

The first approach has been implemented because of time constraints. 

Second mentioned approach is strongly recommended to implement in 

further development because it would save a lot of executional time and 

make application working faster. 

6.6 Ethical issues 

The Internets' ubiquity and huge growth of online orientated society 

stimulates the improvement and further development of the Web in general. 

Nowadays, the results can be noticed as creation of the Web 2.0. The Web 

2.0 brought a set of Web based applications which changed the way of 

communication between people around the globe. The applications like 

Facabook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Google+, LinkedIn, etc. have 
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billions of users which profile varies across all nationalities, religions, levels, 

ages and languages. Furthermore, some of those applications are used for 

professional as well as private purposes. The applications enable their users 

to communicate in an easy way by using one of different offered features. 

Their users can share images, videos, stories, news, links to other Web-

pages, etc. with their cyber friends. The shared content can be commented by 

application users who are members of the same cyber-friends group. 

Separated groups can be created and administrated by individual users in just 

several mouse-clicks. Private messages can be sent to one or multiple users 

who created an account on the same Web application. “Broadcast yourself” 

as a motto of YouTube application clearly shows the power of the Web 2.0 

applications and the benefits users get by using them. It was never that easy 

to share your stories, ideas and interests with the whole world. The 

applications which use GPS on their users’ mobile phones can share 

information about owners’ location and join it with other multimedia that 

can be shared online. 

Mentioned services, matched and used together, create a jungle of Web 

applications which exchange information between themselves. The 

information that circles around can be easily misused and it represents the 

reason why ethical questions about Web 2.0 should be raised.  

When people share their private information online, they should be 

conscious that the information is going to be stored on some server and 

might, even accidently, be represented in other context at any future time 

event. That context could be unwanted. It can affect users’ private as well as 

professional life. The consequences could be expensive and time consuming. 

[20] Some private photos in a wrong context can destroy persons’ 

professional life or bring some problems in their relationships with friends 

and family. 

An affected person can be aware of the reason for the consequences, but 

does not have to be. The user can be bullied over the internet as well as in 

“the real life”. The information shared, for example, on Facebook, which 

describes geographical location of the person who is using a Web application 

can lead to the persons’ current location. It can be used to physically avoid 

the person as well, which would be useful to plunderers.  

The information circulation can cause some problems connected to 

plagiarism and copyrights. [20] The idea of mashups is to combine different 

sources into one application. It can contain multimedia data which do not fit 

required copyrights. 

The ethical issues related to Web 2.0 is large topic and should be discussed 

more often. Many examples of misusing this useful technology can be listed. 

All the Web 2.0 application users should be aware of possible consequences 

and risks they are taking when entering personal data. The personal data 

discloser is their own decision which can end up with unexpected results. 

 

In terms of ethical issues, developed application does not represent any 

unintended danger for end-users. By using the application itself, potential 

interest in certain region can be shown, but no personal data would be 

recorded.  

When using implemented application a user has to be careful with copyrights 

of icons and images that would be displayed on the map as well as 

information about POIs and paths. However, those regulations do not refer to 
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Web 2.0 or GIS applications but, they are considered as standard regulations 

for publishing multimedia online in general.  

7 Conclusion 

The overall research aim was to find a suitable tool-set for development of 

outdoor attractions GIS application and implementation of the same. In order 

to satisfy previously described criteria, different possible applications' 

solutions were meant to be discussed. 

The following objectives were planned to be reached with respect to 

applications' constrains and needs: 

 Explore various software architecture solutions that suits application 

requirements the best 

 Define a proper set of software tools that would be used in the 

application development 

 Construct a database and identify needed elements for database 

tables 

 Determine way of communication between clients and a server 

 Implement earlier described application using chosen software tools 

and technologies 

This chapter is going to summarise the case study findings in the “Findings” 

chapter according to objectives listed above. The conclusion is going to be 

made out of findings' highlights. 

In the end of this chapter certain recommendations about possible future 

applications' improvement are going to be given. 

7.1 Research Objectives: Summary of Findings and 
resulting Conclusion 

In the Literature review chapter different types of distributed architectures 

were discussed in terms of security and maintaining. As relevant examples 

two, three and four tier architecture were picked and compared. According to 

information provided in previously mentioned chapter three-tier architecture 

has been chosen for implementation process. The three-tier architecture suits 

described application the best. 

In the scientific sources many HTML5 benefits were presented and 

compared with previous HTML editions in favour of HTML5 technology. 

The CSS3 technology has been preferred because of easier-to-use 

characteristics. The JavaScript has been described as the most suitable 

scripting language because it is initially supported by variety of browsers. 

Mentioned technologies were decided to use in order to implement client-

side functionalities. The technologies suit the application the best even 

though that HTML5 and CSS3 have not been considered as nowadays 

standards. 

The three programming languages were compared in terms of performance. 

The PHP showed better results compared to C and JAVA. Therefore, PHP 

have been chosen for development of server-side. 
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On server side certain mapping Web service had to be employed. Because of 

described free service Google Maps Web service has been selected.  

The communication between a client and the server has been constructed 

using AJAX requests and jQuery. For the exchanging format JSON has been 

selected because of its conciseness.  

The database has been designed out of two tables which contains the 

information about POIs and paths. The problem of storing paths’ coordinates 

in a database has been solved by storing server-side .gpx file paths in the 

table which describes all kinds of paths. Those .gpx files were opened, 

parsed and drawn on the map.  

The application has been implemented after the theoretical study. 

7.2 Recommendations 

During application implementation process certain constrains applied and 

some functionalities had to be reduced. The file upload function has not been 

implemented because of security reasons related to FTP connection on the 

server owned by University of Gävle. For future software updating, the 

function is strongly recommended to implement. The uploading function 

would increase users’ interaction, automation and overall application 

functionality. Furthermore, in order to divide two types of users and allow 

trusted users to change data in the database, two realised Websides can be 

joined into one. The authorised users would be able to take mentioned 

actions by logging in on the front page which would take them to the 

Website with data input forms. Integrated authorisation application would 

encapsulate two described Websites into one useful application. 
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